17.14.20 SYMBOL/NARRATION

17.14.33 T/A DR. WHO: STRANGERS IN SPACE (23/64/3135)
(Telerecorded on closed circuit on 29.5.1964 - VT/T/22283)
Produced by Verity Lambert
(24'46'"
Directed by Mervyn Pinfield
Cast:
Dr. Who .......................... William Hartnell
Ian Ch. sterton .................. William Russell
Barbara Wright .................. Jacqueline Hill
Susan Foreman .................. Carole Ann Ford
John ............................. Stephen Dartnell
Carol ............................. Ilona Rodgers
Maitland ........................ Ilono Cessotte
Sonsorito ....................... Anthony Rodgers

FACILITIES
Author: Peter J. Newlan
Telesnarps: John Curu

FILM SEQUENCES USED
- BBC STOCK FILM
  Footage: 31 sound 35 mm (Opening titles)
- BBC SPECIALY SHOT
  Footage: 47' silent 35 mm (B.P.)
  16' silent 35 mm

MUSIC ON FILM
Ron Grainer and the BBC Radiophonic Workshop
Opening titles Dr. Who Ron Grainer MS.
00'24"
Closing titles Ron Grainer MS.
00'42"

MUSIC ON TAPE
Norman Kay with musicians (7)
Incidental Music Norman Kay MS.
06'07"

17.39.19 SYMBOL/NARRATION

17.39.22 C/A JUKE BOX JURY (14/64/0056)
(Telerecorded on closed circuit on 13.6.1964 - VT/41/22280)
Produced by Barry Langford
(25'10'"
With:
David Jacobs
Janie Asher
Stirling Moss
Anno Hoywood
Davy Kaye

FACILITIES
Copyright: NCA
FILM SEQUENCES USED
- BBC STOCK FILM
  Footage: 16' sound 35 mm (Opening titles)
12.19.43-
12.20.52
See separate sheet for Kirk O'Shotts, Yeldrum, Thrumstor, Orkney, Roseneath, Shetlands

12.23.00
SYNDOL/NBC RECORDING
Network Opening No. 4 (F. Phillips)
Freddie Phillips (guitar) 01'30"

12.24.55
CLOCK/NARRATION/CAUTION

12.25.00
NOTICEBORD
(Details to follow)

12.29.45
CLOCK/NARRATION

12.30.00
SUMMER GRANDSTAND
(Details to follow)

17.25.04
SYNDOL/NARRATION

17.25.12 FILM
THE TELEGOON: THE BADGER PLAGUE (16/63/0300)
SOURCE: Grosvenor Films and Television Enterprises
Footage: 1361' 35 mm
(First transmission)

17.39.44
SYNDOL/NARRATION

17.40.01 T/R
DR. WHO: THE UN-BILLING WARRIORS (23/64/3136)
(Telererecorded on closed circuit on 5.6.1964 - V/1/2/22377)
Produced by Verity Lambert
Directed by Harwyn Finfield
Cost:

Dr. Who ...................................... William Hartnell
Ian Chesterton .............................. William Russell
Barbara Wright .............................. Jacqueline Hill
Susan Foreman ................................ Carole Ann Ford
John ............................................. Stephen Dannell
Carol .......................................... Imogen Rodgers
Maitland ...................................... Lorna Cossett
First Sonscrite ............................. Ken Tyllson
Second Sonscrite ........................... Joe McEwan

FACILITIES
Author: Peter R. Newman
Talesnaps: John Cura
DR. WHO (CONTINUED)

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 41' sound 35 mm (Opening titles)

MUSIC ON FILM

RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOTHONIC WORKSHOP
Music for Dr. Who (Beg. and end)
00'25"
Ron Grainer
00'36"

MUSIC ON TAPE

HOMIN KEY WITH 7 MUSICIANS
Incidental Music
Norman Kay
06'21"

SYNOPSIS/NARRATION

18.04.45

JUKE BOX JURY (3/1/4/0012)
Produced by Barry Longford

With:
David Jacobs
Jim Seville
Dorothy Dandridge
Bill Owen
Janette Scott

FACILITIES

Copyright: MCA

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 15' sound 35 mm (Opening titles)

OTHER SOURCES

SOURCE: Warner Pathes
Footage: 197' sound 35 mm (Wonderful Life)

RECORD DUBBED ON FILM

Signature tune
Hit and Miss (Barry)
John Barry
Columbia
DB 4414
00'10"

Mills

RECORD 'LIVE'

Signature tune
Hit and Miss (Barry)
John Barry
Columbia
DB 4414
00'50"

Mills

RECORDS DUBBED ON TAPE

Roarin' and 'Rockin' (Chuck Berry)
Mickey Finn and the Blue Men
Jewel Music
TELEVISION SERVICE - BBC 1: SATURDAY: 11.7.1964

13.19.40 See separate sheet for: Kirk O'Shotts, Meldrum, Thurston, Orkney, Rosemarkie, Shetland

13.23.00 SYMBOL/CLOCK/BBC RECORDING
Network Opening No. 2 (F. Phillips)
Freddie Phillips (Guitar) 01'55"

13.25.19 FILM NOTICEBOARD (Details to Follow) 00'00"

13.29.85 CLOCK/NARRATION

13.30.00 SUMMER GRANDSTAND (Details to Follow) 00'00"

17.14.50 CLOCK/NARRATION

17.15.02 T/R DR. WHO - EPISODE 3: HIDDEN DANGER (23/8/4/3137)
(Televised on closed circuit 12.6.1964 - VT/TV/224.5)
Produced by Verity Lambert
Directed by Mervyn Pinfield
Written by Peter B. Newman
Cast:
Dr. Who...............William Hartnell
Ian Chesterton......William Russell
Barbara Wright......Jacqueline Hill
Susan Foreman......Carole Ann Ford
Jon..................Stephen Dartnell
Carole...............Iona Rodgers
Maitland............Lorne Cottas
First Sensorite....Ken Tylsae
Second Sensorite...Joe Greig
Third Sensorite....Peter Close
Fourth Sensorite...Arthur Newall
First Elder.........Eric Francis
Second Elder.......Bartlett Mullins
Sensorite............Anthony Rogers
Gerry Martin

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BUFF STUDIO FILM
Footage: 33' Sound 35 mm (Opening Titles)

MUSIC ON FILM
RON CRAINER WITH RADIOPHONIC MUSIC
Signature Tune (Beg. and end) 00'21"
R. Crainer MS
00'52"

MUSIC ON TAPE
NORMAN KAY WITH AD HOC ORCHESTRA (7)
Incidental Music 06'19"
N. Kay MS

17.39.55 SYMBOL/NARRATION
13.20.00 See separate sheet for: Kirk O'Shotts, Malrurn, Thurso, Orkney, Rosemarkie, Shetland
13.25.15

13.23.00 SYMBOL/CLOCK/BBC RECORDING
Network Opening No. 4 (F. Phillips)
Freddie Phillips (Guitar)
01'55"

13.24.50 CLOCK/NOTIFICATION/CAPTION

13.25.18 NOTICED/REX
(Details to follow)

13.29.36 CLOCK/NARRATION

13.30.00 SURGER GRANDSTAND
(Details on page 10)

16.59.42 SYMBOL/NARRATION

17.00.02 FILM THE TELECOONS - THE SIEGE OF FORT KNIGHT (16/63/0300)
Source: Grosvenor Films and Television Enterprises
Footage: 1361 35 mm
First Transmission

17.14.33 SYMBOL/IDENT

17.14.42 T/R DOCTOR WHO: RACE AGAINST DEATH (23/64/3138)
(Recorded on closed circuit 19.6.1964 - VT/7/22636)
Produced by Vorty Lambert
Directed by Morvyn Pinfield
Written by Peter R. Newman
Cast:
Dr. Who.....William Hartnell
Ian Chesterton.....William Russell
Susan Foreman.....Carole Ann Ford
John..............Stephen Dartnell
Carol..............Ilona Rodgers
First Scientist.....Ken Tylerson
Second Scientist.....Joe Greig
First Elder.........Eric Francis
Second Elder.......Dartlett Mallins
Third Sensorite.....Peter Glaze
Fourth Sensorite....Arthor Newall
Sensorites........Anthony Hopgon
Corry Martin

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 36' Sound 35 mm (Opening Titles)
TELEVISION SERVICE - DEC 12  SATURDAY: 10+4.3.34

DOCTOR WHO: RACE AGAINST DEATH (CONT.)
MUSIC CUTTED ON FILM
RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
Signature Tune (Deg. and end)
00'23" R. Grainer MS
00'30"

MUSIC ON TAPE:
NORMAN KAY AND MUSICIANS (7)
Incidental Music
07'00" N. Kay MS

17.39.31 SYKOL/INVENTION

17.39.37 T/R JUKE BOX JURY (3/1/4/0015)
(Telerecorded on closed circuit 11/7/1964 - VT/41/23221)
Produced by Barry Langford
Introduced by David Jacobs (25'33")

With: Brian Epstein
Nancy Roberts
Ian Hendry
Dora Bryan

FACILITIES:
Copyright: MCA

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 38' Sound 35 mm (Opening Titles)

RECORD DUBBED ON FILM
Hit and Miss (John Derry) John Derry
Wills

RECORD DUBBED
Hit and Miss (John Derry) John Derry
Wills

RECORDS DUBBED ON TAPE
Huntington Beach (Van Doren)
Van Doren
Louise-Rose
Rosie (Coyoo, Hart, Harris)
Chubby Checker
C. Connally
Lollipop (Dixon, Rose)
Glenda Collins
Anglo Pix
I found out the hard way (P. Pryer)
The Four Pennies
Flamingo Music
I want to hold your hand (Lennon, McCartney)
The Boston Pops Orchestra
Northern Songs

FYE Hickory 45/1262
01'25"
Cameo Parkway P 920
01'07"
HMV POP 1323
01'00"
Philips DF 1349
01'01"
RCA Victor RCA 1408
01'07"
11.14.55 See separate sheet for: Kirk O'Shotts, Meldrum, Thurston, Orkney, Rosemarkie, Shetland
11.19.50

11.17.50 SYMBOL/CLOCK/DRC RECORDING
Network Opening No. 4. (R. Phillips)
Freddie Phillips (Guitar)
01'55"

11.19.55 CLOCK/NARRATION/CAPTION

11.20.00 NOTICE BOARD
(Details to follow)

11.24.46 CLOCK/NARRATION

11.25.00 GB CRICKET: FOURTH TEST MATCH
(Details on page 9)

13.30.34 CLOCK/NARRATION

13.30.44 SUMMER GRANDSTAND
(Details to follow) att.

17.14.59 CLOCK/NARRATION

17.15.03 T/R DR. WHO: KIDNAP (23/6/64/3139)
(Televised on closed circuit 26/6/1964 – VT/7/23150)
Produced by Verity Lambert
Directed by Frank Cox
Written by Peter R. Newman
Cast:-
Dr. Who..........................William Hartnell
Ian Chesterton................William Russell
Susan Foreman..................Carole Ann Ford
John................................Stephen Dartnell
Carol.............................Ilona Rodgers
First Scientist....................Ken Tyllsen
Warrior............................Joe Greig
First Elder.......................Eric Francis
Second Elder.....................Bartlett Mullins
Third Sensorite...............Peter Clase
Fourth Sensorite...............Arthur Newall
Sensorites....................Anthony Rogers
Gerry Martin

FILM SEQUENCES USED
DBG STOCK FILM
Footage: 33' Sound 35 mm (Opening Titles)
17.40.50 SYMBAL/MIGRATION

17.40.55 JUKE BOX JURY (3/1/4/6016)
Produced by Barry Langford
Introduced by David Jacobs
Taking part:
George Harrison
Alexandra Bastedo
Reg Varney
Carole Ann Ford

FACILITIES
Copyright: N.C.A.
FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK
Footage: 23' sound 35mm (Opening titles)

AD LIB LIVE
Signature tune
Hit and miss (John Barry)
John Barry Orchestra
Mills

RECORD DUBBED ON TAPE (24.7.1964)
I should have known better
(Lennon, McCartney)
The Naturals
Northern Songs
What am I to you (Lynch, Shuman, Westlake)
Kenny Lynch

Dolinda
Soulful dress (Maurice McAllister)
Sugar Pie Desanto
Jewel

How can I tell her (Carter, Lewis, O'Hara)
The Fourmost
Monique
Heart (Barry Mann, Cynthia Weil)
David Nelson

Aldon
Spanish Harlem (Leiber, Spector)
Sounds Incorporated
Progressive

All grown up (Spector, Greenwich, Barry)
The Crystals
Dolinda
She's not there (Argent)
The Zombies
Marquis
SUMMER GRANDSTAND (Cont.)
O.B. HOVE - CRICKET (Cont.)

FACILITIES:
Captions: M. Ryman
Score: Jack Price

NEWS (13.37.06-13.41.50)
Read by Robert Dougall (BNT)

TAKEING PART IN FILM SEQUENCES
Commentator: David Coleman
(1st transmitted 28.7.1964) 20'30"

AMFEX INSERT (VT/18/23052)
110 "METUS HURDLES"
Commentator: Norris McWhirter 00'54"
400 METRES
Commentator: Norris McWhirter 02'58"
1500 METRES INVITATION
Commentary by David Coleman and Norris McWhirter 04'12"

FACILITIES:
Captions: L. Wurster
Race results: Exchange Telegraph
Stills: Sport and General
Provincial Press

FILM SEQUENCES USED
BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 23' Sound 16 mm
19' Sound 16 mm (Titles)

RECORD DUBBED ON FILM
Signature Tune (title and end)
News Theme (Les Stevens)
Symphonic Orchestra
Harmonia OBL 383
00'57"
00'30"

17.00.01 SYMBOL/NARRATION

17.00.09 FILM THE TELEGOONS: THE TERRIBLE REVENGE OF FEUD FU MANCHO (16/63/0300)
Source: Grosvenor Films and Television Enterprises
Footage: 1361' 35 mm
First Transmission

17.14.40 SYMBOL/NARRATION

17.14.48 T/R DR. WHO - EPISODE 6 "A DESPERATE VENTURE" (23/61/1140)
(Televised on closed circuit 3.7.1964 - VT/T/23191)
Produced by Verity Lambert
Directed by Frank Cox
Written by Peter L. Newman

Cast:
Dr. Who.................William Hartnell
Ian Chesterton............William Russell
Barbara Wright...........Jacqueline Hill
Susan Foreman............Carole Ann Ford
John....................Stephen Derrill
Carol...................Lorna Rodgers
DR. WHO (CONT.)

First Elder: Eric Francis
Third Sensorite: Peter Curse
Fourth Sensorite: Arthur Newall
Warrior: Joe Greg
Sensorite: Anthony Rogers
Commander: John Bailey
First Human: Martyn Huntley
Second Human: Gilean Phibbs

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 351 Sound 35 mm (Opening Titles)

22' Silent 35 mm (Episode 5 - final scene)

BBC SPECIALY SHOT
Footage: 81 Silent 35 mm

MUSIC DUBBED ON FILM

RON GRAINER AND THE BBC RADIOGRAPHIC WORKSHOP
Signature tune (Legs and end)
00'26" R. Grainer MS
00'56"

MUSIC ON TAPE

AD HOC ORCHESTRA (7) WITH NORMAN THAY
Incidental Music
02'34" N. Kay MS

17.39.21 SYMBOL/NARRATION

17.39.26 T/R JUKE BOX JURY (3/4/4097)
(Televised on closed circuit 25.7.1964 - 17/12/23090)

Produced by Barry Langford (24'40"

Taking Parts:
David Jacobs
Catherine Boyle
Ringo Starr
Judy Cornwell
Kyr Martin

FACILITIES:

Copyright: M.O.A.

FILM SEQUENCES USED

BBC STOCK FILM
Footage: 231 Sound 35 mm (Opening Titles)

RECORD DUBBED
Signature Tune
Hit and Miss (John Barry) Columbia ID 4414
John Barry 00'54"

RECORDS DUBBED ON TAPE (Rec 24/7/1964)

Thinking of you baby (Clark and Smith) Columbia ID 7335
Dave Clark Five 03'12"

Sphere Music Ltd

A Summer Song (Metsalfe, Noble, Stuart) United Artists
Chad Stuart and Jeremy Clyde 04'10" 1062

Rogers Music Ltd